
    
 
 
 

 

Planning for the Cost of Long Term Care 

I’m sure you will know of someone who has needed to receive professional care as they enter into old age. 
Planning for and arranging the requirements for long term care can be quite complex, so it is vital that you 
take advice in order to ascertain what entitlement you might have to local authority/NHS funding.  Although 
government benefits are the same throughout the UK, benefits are not automatically paid and need to be 
claimed, and in the past there have been many instances of care costs being met by the individual when 
they should have been paid by the local authority. Also additional services provided vary by local authority. 

Once you have established any entitlement to local authority funding it is important to consider if there are 
any shortfalls and how they will be met. If you have savings and investments of a certain level then you will 
normally be expected to meet your own care costs in full (except where there is an element of nursing care 
required). If you own your own house and this is not also inhabited by a dependent relative of partner then 
this too will be assessed. 

If you are required to pay for your own costs there are two main options. The first is simply to use capital to 
supplement any pension income you may have. If you choose this route consideration needs to be given to 
the tax position and risk profile of any savings and investments used to fund this method.  

The second option would be to use capital to buy an immediate care annuity. For a one off capital outlay 
an immediate care annuity will pay care costs direct to the care provider. There is no tax liability on these 
payments. The cost of the annuity will be established following medical underwriting and of course if care is 
required for a prolonged period could offer good value. However if care is only required for a short period it 
could prove to be an expensive option. The attraction of this option though is the certainty that it gives you. 
If those care costs do not increase faster than anticipated, you have the benefit of knowing that the cost of 
care can be met for as long as necessary. This can allow other planning to be undertaken; for example 
Inheritance Tax Planning.  The other advantage is that the one off cost represents an immediate reduction 
in the value of your estate and therefore if the estate is potentially liable to Inheritance Tax the net cost is 
reduced. 
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